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Darwin, Sinke & van Tongeren
Snake Heraldry

A heraldry ornament with mainly dangerous snakes. A Cobra, Black 
Mamba, Ratsnake, Python, Adder, Treesnake and last but not least an 
Anaconda.

Dimensions: H 110 cm W 102 cm D 30 cm
 
ref: 91088
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Andy Warhol
Bald Eagle From Endangered Species (Feldman & Schellmann. II.296).

Screenprint in colours, 1983, signed in pencil and numbered from 
the edition of 150 (total edition includes 30 artist’s proofs), on Lenox 
Museum Board, published by Ronald Feldman Fine Arts, Inc., New 
York, with the blindstamp of the printer, Rupert Jasen Smith, the full 
sheet printed to the edge: 96.5 by 96.5cm. 

ref: 90395
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Albertus Seba
Snakes TAB XCVII [from Tomus II, Locupletissimi Rerum Natualium Thesauri 
Accurata Descriptio, et iconibus artificiosissimis expressio, per universam 
physices historiam].
Janssonio-Waesbergios, & J. Wetstenium, & Gul. Smith, 
Amstelaedami, 1735.

Specimen 1-3. Common Cobra. 4. Snakes, according to Seba from Nova 
Hispania.

Copper plate engraving on chainlinked paper, with fine later hand-
colouring. Double page plate in excellent condition with full margins. 

Dimensions: sheet 50.5 by 63.5cm

NISSEN, Claus “Die Botanische Buchillustration”, 1951 pp. 169. 
NISSEN, Claus “Zoologische Buchillustration”, 1969 pp. 378, 3793.v

ref: 60904

Albertus Seba
Squamata TAB CI [from Tomus I, Locupletissimi Rerum Natualium Thesauri 
Accurata Descriptio, et iconibus artificiosissimis expressio, per universam 
physices historiam].
Janssonio-Waesbergios, & J. Wetstenium, & Gul. Smith, 
Amstelaedami, 1735.

Copper plate engraving on chainlinked paper, with fine later hand-
colouring. Double page plate in excellent condition with full margins. 

Dimensions: sheet 50.5 by 63.5cm

NISSEN, Claus “Die Botanische Buchillustration”, 1951 pp. 169. 
NISSEN, Claus “Zoologische Buchillustration”, 1969 pp. 378, 3793.

ref: 60897
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Albertus Seba
[SNAKES & LIZARDS] TAB. XXVII & XII [from: Locupletissimi Rerum 
Natualium Thesauri Accurata Descriptio, et iconibus artificiosissimis 
expressio, per universam physices historiam].
Janssonio-Waesbergios, & J. Wetstenium, & Gul. Smith, 
Amstelaedami, [1735].

Pair of single page copper engravings of snakes, on chainlink paper, 
with later colour. Paper size: 35.8 by 50.9cm 

Seba, a wealthy Dutch apothecary and member of the Dutch East 
India Company, was one of the prototypical collectors of natural 
curiosities and exotic species. His collection ranged from the 
beautiful to the odd and bizarre. It included birds, reptiles such as 
lizards and snakes, butterflies and other insects, shells and exotic sea 
life, unusual mammals such as bats and anteaters, as well as exotic 
plants. The collection also included some fakes, intended to attract 
attention and interest, such as a seven-headed hydra.

ref: 91087
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Damien Hirst
Silver Gloss – Topaz from The Dead

Two colour foil block, 2009, on 300gsm Arches 88 archival paper, 
signed in pencil by the artist and numbered 5/15, 72 x 51cm
 
ref: 91092
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Albertus Seba
[SNAKES] TABS: LXVI, LXXI, LXXII & LXXXVIII [from Tomus II, Locupletissimi 
Rerum Natualium Thesauri Accurata Descriptio, et iconibus artificiosissimis 
expressio, per universam physices historiam].
Janssonio-Waesbergios, & J. Wetstenium, & Gul. Smith, 
Amstelaedami, [1735].

Set of four double-page copper plate engravings on chainlinked 
paper, in excellent condition with full margins. Overall paper size: 
62.5 by 49.5cm approx. 

Seba, a wealthy Dutch apothecary and member of the Dutch East 
India Company, was one of the prototypical collectors of natural 
curiosities and exotic species. His collection ranged from the 
beautiful to the odd and bizarre. It included birds, reptiles such as 
lizards and snakes, butterflies and other insects, shells and exotic sea 
life, unusual mammals such as bats and anteaters, as well as exotic 
plants. The collection also included some fakes, intended to attract 
attention and interest, such as a seven-headed hydra.

ref: 91083
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Darwin, Sinke & van Tongeren
Green Iguana

A huge mounted and hand-painted Iguana iguana .

Dimensions: H 203 cm W 60 cm D 37 cm

ref: 91078

09 
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Darwin, Sinke & van Tongeren
Microscope Slides 

This collection of Microscope Grandes is a tribute to the English 
Stlide makers. Each: H 99 cm W 33 cm D 5 cm

ref: 91142
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Albertus Seba
[LIZARDS & IGUANAS] TAB. XCVI & XCVII [from: Locupletissimi Rerum 
Natualium Thesauri Accurata Descriptio, et iconibus artificiosissimis 
expressio, per universam physices historiam].
Janssonio-Waesbergios, & J. Wetstenium, & Gul. Smith, 
Amstelaedami, [1735].

A pair of double-page copper engravings of Lizards and Iguanas.  Overall 
paper size: 63.5 by 48.5cm 

Seba, a wealthy Dutch apothecary and member of the Dutch East India 
Company, was one of the prototypical collectors of natural curiosities and 
exotic species. His collection ranged from the beautiful to the odd and 
bizarre. It included birds, reptiles such as lizards and snakes, butterflies and 
other insects, shells and exotic sea life, unusual mammals such as bats and 
anteaters, as well as exotic plants. The collection also included some fakes, 
intended to attract attention and interest, such as a seven-headed hydra.

ref: 91085

Albertus Seba
Snakes TAB XXIX [from Tomus II, Locupletissimi Rerum Natualium Thesauri 
Accurata Descriptio, et iconibus artificiosissimis expressio, per universam 
physices historiam].
Janssonio-Waesbergios, & J. Wetstenium, & Gul. Smith, 
Amstelaedami, 1735.

Specimen 1. Anaconda. 2. Mouse. 3. American rattlesnake.

Copper plate engraving on chainlinked paper, with fine later hand-
colouring, ingle page plate in excellent condition with full margins. 
Sheet 340 by 505cm

NISSEN, Claus “Die Botanische Buchillustration”, 1951 pp. 169. 
NISSEN, Claus “Zoologische Buchillustration”, 1969 pp. 378, 3793.

ref: 60906
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Walton Ford
Visitation

Aquatint, etching and drypoint in colours, 2004, signed in pencil, 
dated and numbered 17/50, on Somerset wove paper, 111 by 78cm 
Walton Ford’s work expands on the visual language and narrative of 
traditional natural history visual art.

ref: 90392
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Jacques Barraband
Set of Six Parrots
Langlois, Paris, 1801-05.

Six stipple engravings, printed in colours and finished by hand, with 
fine, strong colours. Overall size: 55.8 by 40.7cm - framed and 
glazed. 

ref: 90984
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Andy Warhol
San Fransico Silverspot From Endangered Species (Feldman & Schellmann. II.298).

Screenprint in colours, 1983, signed in pencil and numbered from the edition 
of 150 (total edition includes 30 artist’s proofs), on Lenox Museum Board, 
published by Ronald Feldman Fine Arts, Inc., New York, with the blindstamp 
of the printer, Rupert Jasen Smith, the full sheet printed to the edge: 96.5 by 
96.5cm. 

ref: 90401

14 
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China Export Watercolours on Pith Paper
A Set of Twelve Insects
Canton, ca.1860.

Watercolour and gouache studies on pith paper, framed by blue silk 
ribbon, overall dimensions 33 x 23.5cm., framed and glazed. 

Pith came into use for painting to satisfy the increasing demand for 
small, inexpensive and easily transported souvenirs, following the 
massive growth in the China Trade in the first quarter of the nineteenth 
century. Paintings in oils, on board and canvas were costly and difficult 
to carry home. Earlier and more prestigious export water-colours had 
often been on a larger scale and painted on fine Chinese paper or on 
paper imported from Europe. The albums of pith paintings (and later 
the little glass-fronted boxes) were inexpensive, light, easy to pack and 
gave the pictures some protection on the long voyage home. Because 
many were sold in albums and hence protected from the light, they 
retain their bright colours to this day.

Pith comes from the central column of spongy cellular tissue in the 
stem of a small tree called Tetrapanax Papyrifera, native to south-west 
China. It has had a variety of uses, some going back many centuries. At 
the imperial court both men and women wore coloured flowers made 
from pith in their hair. For use in painting, it is cut by hand with a knife 
into thin sheets from short lengths of the spongy tissue. Cutting is 
highly skilled and the constraints of the process mean that the finished 
sheets for painting seldom, if ever, measure more than about 30cms by 
20cms. The sheets are dried, trimmed and used for painting without 
any further processing.

Because of the nature of pith and its cellular structure, the gouache 
used by the Chinese sat on the surface and produced a bright and even 
sparkling effect. Very fine detail could be achieved but pith did not lend 
itself to the flat wash of colour favoured for European watercolours.

ref: 84554

15 
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Darwin, Sinke & van Tongeren
Blue Eared Pheasant Arch

A beautiful 18th century throne made out of fruitwood is the decor 
for a strong and colourful combination of a Bleu-eared Pheasant, two 
Lilac-breasted Rollers an three rare European Bee-Eaters.

Dimensions: H 119 cm W 80 cm D 30 cm

Blue-eared Pheasants originally come from mountain forests in central 
china, while the bee-eater is strongly migratory and is found from Sri 
Lanka to Southern Europe. Lilac breasted Rollers like the drought of 
the sub Sahara’s and are also found on the Arabic peninsula.
 
ref: 91073

16 
Darwin, Sinke & van Tongeren
Jan Weenix Swan & Peacock

A beautiful still life of a Mute Swan (Cygnus olor) and a wild juvenile 
Peafowl (Pavo cristatus). 

This composition is inspired by the famous work of 17th century Dutch 
painter Jan Weenix.

The original painting is part of the ‘Booijmans Collection’ in Rotterdam NL

Dimensions: H 129 cm W 115 cm D 90 cm

A glass cabinet can be made to order.
 
ref: 91072

17 
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Kristjana S Williams
Lear og Barraband Gaukur

Archival Giclee Print, edition of 175, signed and numbered by the 
artist, 59.4 x 84.1cm 

ref: 91094

Kristjana S Williams
Fjoluraut Pall

Giclee Print, edition of 145, signed and numbered by the artist, 61 x 61 cm
 
 ref: 91095

18 
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Kristjana S Williams
Fjoluraut Pall

Giclee Print, edition of 145, signed and numbered by the artist, 61 x 61 cm
 
ref: 91096
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Andy Warhol
Siberian Tiger From Endangered Species (Feldman & Schellmann. II.297).

Screenprint in colours, 1983, signed in pencil and numbered from 
the edition of 150 (total edition includes 30 artist’s proofs), on Lenox 
Museum Board, published by Ronald Feldman Fine Arts, Inc., New 
York, with the blindstamp of the printer, Rupert Jasen Smith, the full 
sheet printed to the edge: 96.5 by 96.5cm. 

ref: 90402

21 
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James Northcote and George Stubbs (artists).
A Set of Four Mezzotints. 
Boydell and Daniell, London, 1790-99.

Superb exaMpleS, iN fiNe iMpreSSioNS, of theSe celebrateD large MezzotiNtS, 
Scarce iN colour aND iN thiS fragile coNDitioN.

They show: A Lion with Snake, A Tigress, a Tyger and Lioness and 
Whelps; The Young were whelp’d in the Tower of London in the yr. 1792.

Engravings with mezzotint, three printed in colours and finished by 
hand, engraved by Earlom, Murphy and Reynolds, the Tigress in proof 
before letters. Framed and glazed. 
The Tigress is here before the letter, and may well have been taken 
from the life size portrait of the Royal tiger which was still in Stubbs’ 
studio at the time of his death. It is likely that Murphy was given 
permission to engrave this subject in the same pose as Dixon’s earlier 
plate of A Tigress (1772, Lennox-Boyd 33), “the most highly praised 
print after Stubbs in its day”, because the plate for that engraving had 
been destroyed in a fire in the 1770s. 

A generation younger than Stubbs, Northcote (1746-1831) was 
praised in the 1790s for his portraits of dogs, as well as narrative 
paintings involving monkeys, tigers, lions, vultures, and snakes. He 
exhibited each year at the Royal Academy from 1781 to 1825 (with 
the exception of 1790), and was elected in 1787. He also showed 
works at exhibitions in Carlisle, Birmingham, Liverpool, Manchester, 
Newcastle, and Exeter.

ref: 88960

22 
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Robert Mapplethorpe
from Flowers 

Toned photogravure; 1988, signed, dated and 
numbered from the edition 25, 91 x 63cm 

ref: 91066

Robert Mapplethorpe
from Flowers 

Toned photogravure; 1988, signed, dated and 
numbered from the edition 25, 91 x 63cm 

ref: 91112

Robert Mapplethorpe
from Flowers 

Toned photogravure; 1988, signed, dated and 
numbered from the edition 25, 91 x 63cm 

ref: 91113

Robert Mapplethorpe
from Flowers 

Toned photogravure; 1988, signed, dated and 
numbered from the edition 25, 91 x 63cm 

ref: 91114

23 
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Jeff Koons
Balloon Dog

Cast porcelain coated with a reflective finish, 2002 , in the Original 
Publisher’s Box, from the edition of 2300, stamped “Jeff Koons” on 
reverse and hand numbered in felt-tip pen on the reverse. 
 
ref: 91005

Jeff Koons
Puppy Vase

Glazed white ceramic vase, with incised signature, dated `98’ and 
stamp numbered from the edition of 3000 on the underside, published 
by Art of this Century, New York and Paris (with their stamp), with 
original Styrofoam-lined cardboard box, 44.5 x 27.9 x 41.9 cm.
 
ref: 90526

Jeff Koons
Puppy

Screenprint, 1999, signed from the edition of 75, 106.7 x 64.8cm.
 
ref: 91098

27 
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Yayoi Kusama
Pumpkin BSQ, 1998

Screenprint in colours, 1998, signed in pencil and numbered from 
the edition of 120, printed on Arches paper by Okabe Tokuzo, Japan, 
39.5 x 38 cm

The significance of pumpkins to Kusama’s later work lies in the 
artist’s use of themes and motifs from her childhood, they are 
consistent with the blending of the manufactured and the organic in 
her sculptural work, while their random, almost mutant, appearance 
highlights the degree to which the natural world appears as strange 
and uncanny in modern culture. Kusama 244

ref: 90527

Johann Weinmann
Set of Four Gourds
H. Lentz and H.G. Neubauer, Regensburg, 1737-1745.

aN attractive collectioN of fiNe plateS, beiNg oNe of the earlieSt exaMpleS 
of colour priNtiNg.

Set of 4 double-page mezzotint engravings, printed in colour and 
finished by hand. Framed and glazed 51 x 59 cm. 

Weinmann (1683-1741) was a Regensburg apothecary who 
organized the publication of Phytanthoza Iconographia, a huge 
florilegum which was not only very beautiful but which also 
influenced the publication of similar works worldwide. “The 
mezzotint process used here had been invented by Johann Teyler in 
the Netherlands around 1688. As practiced here by Bartholomaus 
Seuter (1678-1754) and Johann Elias Ridinger (1698-1767), it was 
really a combination of etching and mezzotint, which made possible 
delicate lines and a very fine grain. The addition of hand-tinting 
brought about unusual and subtle effects” (Hunt).

Dunthorne 327; Great Flower Books, p. 80; see Hunt 494; Johnston 
388; Nissen BBI, 2126; Stafleu and Cowan 17050.

ref: 89537

30 
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George Brookshaw
A Pair of Melons
London, 1812.

“White-Seeded Rock Melon” and “Silver Rock Melon” plate no. 67.

Aquatint, stipple, and linear engravings, printed in colours and 
finishedby hand, in fine condition with strong fresh original colour. 
Framed in perspex, overall size: 59.5 by 70cm.  Dimensions: 48.5 by 
37 cm (19 by 14.50 inches).

For Brookshaw’s most famous work “Pomona Britannica” or a 
“Collection of the Most Esteemed Fruits at Present Cultivated in 
this Country; Together with the Blossoms and Leaves of Such that 
are Necessary to Distinguish the Various Sorts from Each Other. 
Selected principally from the Royal Gardens at Hampton Court and 
the remainder from the Most Celebrated Gardens around London”. 
‘Pomona Britannica’ differs from other botanical books in its use of 
dark aquatinted backgrounds which create a dramatic contrast that 
distinguishes his work from the dry scientific illustrations found in 
other botanical studies.

cf. Dunthorne 50; cf. Great Flower Books (1990) p. 81; cf. Nissen BBI 
244; cf. Sandra Raphael An Oak Spring Pomona 40a. 

ref: 89360

George Brookshaw
A Pair of Pineapples
London, 1812.

“Black Jamaica” plate no.40, “Black Antigua” plate no. 45.

Aquatint, stipple, and linear engravings, finished with hand colour, in 
fine condition with strong fresh colour. Framed in perspex, overall 
size: 59.5 by 70cm. Dimensions: 48.5 by 37 cm (19 by 14.50 inches). 

cf. Dunthorne 50; cf. Great Flower Books (1990) p. 81; cf. Nissen BBI 
244; cf. Sandra Raphael An Oak Spring Pomona 40a.

ref: 79615

32 
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Albertus Seba
Porcupine TAB LII [from Tomus I, Locupletissimi Rerum Natualium Thesauri 
Accurata Descriptio, et iconibus artificiosissimis expressio, per universam 
physices historiam].
Janssonio-Waesbergios, & J. Wetstenium, & Gul. Smith, 
Amstelaedami, 1735.

Specimen 1-2. Long-tailed porcupine. 3. Asian paradise-flycatcher (dark 
version). 4. Red Diamond rattlesnake.

Copper plate engraving on chainlinked paper, with fine later hand-
colouring. Double page plate in excellent condition with full margins. 

Dimensions: sheet 50.5 by 63.5mm

NISSEN, Claus “Die Botanische Buchillustration”, 1951 pp. 169. 
NISSEN, Claus “Zoologische Buchillustration”, 1969 pp. 378, 3793.

ref: 60895

Albertus Seba
Anteater and mongoose TAB XL [from Tomus I, Locupletissimi Rerum 
Natualium Thesauri Accurata Descriptio, et iconibus artificiosissimis 
expressio, per universam physices historiam].
Janssonio-Waesbergios, & J. Wetstenium, & Gul. Smith, 
Amstelaedami, 1735.

Dimensions: sheet 50.5 by 63.5cm

Specimen 1. Lesser Anteater. 2. Mongoose.

Seba’s “Cabinet of Curiosities” is the result of a life time dedicated 
to research and study. Although it was common for apothecaries to 
collect natural specimens, Seba’s collection was exceptional even 
his day, including many strange and unusual species, many of which 
are extinct today. Seba commissioned the four volume work himself, 
incorporating plants and animals on single plates, as well as fantastic 
beasts, such as the hydra and dragons.

NISSEN, Claus “Die Botanische Buchillustration”, 1951 pp. 169. 
NISSEN, Claus “Zoologische Buchillustration”, 1969 pp. 378, 3793.

ref: 60896

34 
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Albertus Seba
[SNAKES & LIZARDS] TAB. CI & XCLX [from: Locupletissimi Rerum 
Natualium Thesauri Accurata Descriptio, et iconibus artificiosissimis 
expressio, per universam physices historiam].
Janssonio-Waesbergios, & J. Wetstenium, & Gul. Smith, 
Amstelaedami], [1735].

Seba, a wealthy Dutch apothecary and member of the Dutch East 
India Company, was one of the prototypical collectors of natural 
curiosities and exotic species. His collection ranged from the 
beautiful to the odd and bizarre. It included birds, reptiles such as 
lizards and snakes, butterflies and other insects, shells and exotic sea 
life, unusual mammals such as bats and anteaters, as well as exotic 
plants. The collection also included some fakes, intended to attract 
attention and interest, such as a seven-headed hydra.

A pair of engravings depicting lizards and snakes. Plate numbers: CI 
and XCIX. Overall paper size:63.7 by 49cm 

ref: 91086

Albertus Seba
Gekkos TAB CVIII [from Tomus I, Locupletissimi Rerum Natualium Thesauri 
Accurata Descriptio, et iconibus artificiosissimis expressio, per universam 
physices historiam].
Janssonio-Waesbergios, & J. Wetstenium, & Gul. Smith, 
Amstelaedami 1735.

Copper plate engraving on chainlinked paper, with fine later hand-
colouring. Double page plate, waterstain in lower margin, otherwise 
in excellent condition with full margins.

Dimensions: sheet 50.5 by 63.5cm 

NISSEN, Claus “Die Botanische Buchillustration”, 1951 pp. 169. 
NISSEN, Claus “Zoologische Buchillustration”, 1969 pp. 378, 3793. 
Specimen 1-10. Gekkos.

ref: 67124

36 
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Damien Hirst 
Spire (Sanctum)

Hand-inked photogravure, 2009, on 400 gsm Velin d’Arches paper, 
from the edition of 59, signed and dated, 118.5 x 115.5 cm 

ref: 91100

38 
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Andy Warhol
Orangutan From Endangered Species (Feldman & Schellmann. II.299).

Screenprint in colours, 1983, signed in pencil and numbered from 
the edition of 150 (total edition includes 30 artist’s proofs), on Lenox 
Museum Board, published by Ronald Feldman Fine Arts, Inc., New 
York, with the blindstamp of the printer, Rupert Jasen Smith, the full 
sheet printed to the edge: 96.5 by 96.5cm. 

ref: 90403
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Cindy Sherman
Untitled ektacolor

1986-87, signed, dated and numbered from the edition of 90 in pencil 
verso, on photographic paper, the full sheet, sheet 813 x 595 mm.

ref: 90755

Edvard Munch
Apes (Woll 332)

The very rare lithograph, 1908-09, signed in pencil, the edition was 
approximately 60, on grey wove paper, with full margins, sheet 32.4 x 26cm. 

ref: 90687

40 41 
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Walton Ford
It Makes me think of that Awful Day on the Island

Lithograph, 2011, signed in pencil, printed by Derriere L’Etoile, 55.80 
x 76.2cm 

ref: 90608

42 
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Jacques Barraband
A Set of Eight Toucans
Paris, 1806.

a fiNe Set of theSe beautiful plateS, from the first edition of the ‘Histoire 
naturelle des oiseaux de paradis et des rolliers, suivie de celle des 
toucans et des barbus’ by Levaillant - a “magnificent work” (Wood) 
and one of the most comprehensive on exotic birds.

Jacques Barraband was the finest ornithological artist of his time. 
The son of a weaver at the Aubusson Factory, he is first mentioned 
as a pupil of Joseph Malaine (1745-1809), the eminent flower 
painter, and is known to have worked for both the Gobelin Factory 
and the porcelain factory of Sèvres. His most important work was 
undoubtedly the 300 or so drawings that he produced for François 
Levaillant’s three great ornithological monographs, including the 
present one.

Colour-printed stipple engraving, finished by hand. Dimensions of 
the plate: approx. 52 x 34 cm. Overall dimensions: 63.5 x 45.5 cm, 
framed and glazed.  

ref: 87812

44 

Jean Theodore Descourtilz
Ornithologie Bresilienne ou Histoire des Oiseaux du Brésil, remarquables par 
leur plumage, leur chant ou leurs habitudes.
Rio de Janeiro: Waterlow and Sons, London for Thomas Reeves, 
1852-1856.

Pair of chromolithgraph plates of Trogons, printed in colour and 
finished by hand.  

Descourtilz worked for the National Museum of Rio de Janeiro. He 
was the son of French adventurer, botanist and naturalist Michel 
Etienne Descourtilz. The only other work that Descourtilz was known 
to have illustrated was his father’s work Flore Pittoresque et Médicale 
des Antilles .

Sitwell Fine Bird Books: 90 

ref: 87482

43 
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Pablo Picasso
Pichet gothique aux feuilles

Unglazed ceramic jug in blue brown and black, knife engraved, glazed 
inside, 1952, stamped, marked and numbered Madoura Plein Feu, Edition 
Picasso, Edition Picasso 9/100 Madoura (underneath) height 28.5 cm.

H-195 
 
Alain Ramie, Picasso: The catalogue of the edited Ceramic works, 1947 
-71, no. 178

ref: 91101

Pablo Picasso
Poisson bleu 

Partially glazed ceramic plate, 1953, stamped, marked and numbered 
‘Madoura Plein Feu/Empreinte Originale de Picasso, numbered from 
the edition of 200 (underneath)

Edition: 200, Length 39.3 cm

XG-175

Alain Ramie, Picasso: The catalogue of the edited Ceramic works, 1947 
-71, no. 180

ref: 91102
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David Hockney
Two Peppers

Etching in colours, 1973, on wove paper, signed and dated in pencil, 
numbered from the edition of 100 (there were also 23 artist’s proofs), 
published by Petersburg Press, London (S.A.C. 156; Tokyo 140)

ref: 90871

Marc Quinn
Untitled from the Winter Garden Series

Pigment print on watercolour paper, coated with UV filtering varnish, 
2004, Signed and numbered from the edition of 100 verso, Printed by 
Factum Arte Madrid, sheet 58 x 40cm

ref: 90688
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Kristjana S Williams
Globe

Limited edition bespoke globe, height 30.5

ref: 91104

Kristjana S Williams
Large black globe

Limited edition bespoke globe, height 53.4cm
 
ref: 91111

Kristjana S Williams
Handsmidir Lear 03

Hand Paper Cut Art Work, Giclee Printed, Cut and Layered using 
Entomology Pins, Edition 1/1
 
ref: 91103

49 50 
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51

These globes are made in the time honoured manner of applying 12 
printed gores to a sphere, the same way it has been done since 1507.

The bases are made from reclaimed timber and the finials are salvaged 
chess pieces that have played their parts in numerous battles and are 
now taking a well deserved rest, both of which certifying the product’s 
sustainability.
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Darwin, Sinke & van Tongeren
17th Century Specimin Jars

17th century specimen jars with different types of Fine Taxidermy 
reptiles in gracious poses. The liquid is a solidified resin. Each sold 
seperately

Dimensions: Ranges from 25cm to 47cm in height.

1. Star Lizard

2. Red Rat Snake

3. Eastern Corn Snake

4. Solomen Island Skink

5. Bell’s Dabb Lizard

6. Frilled Dragon

7. Frilled-neck Lizard

8. Madagascar day Gecko & Tokeh Gecko

9. Yemen Chameleon

10. Veiled Chameleon

11. Yemen Chameleon

12. Central Bearded Dragon

13. Central Bearded Dragon

14. Polychrus acutirostris
 

ref: 91090
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Ed Ruscha & Ken Price
Flies and Frogs

Lithograph in colours, 1969, on Copperplate Deluxe paper, with full 
margins, signed by both artists from the edition of 40, published by 
Tamarind Lithography Workshop, Los Angeles (with their inkstamp) 
59.1 x 61.6cm. 

ref: 91028
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Mat Collishaw
Frozen Birds 

Photographic prints behind plexiglass illuminated behind by 40 watt 
household bulbs, 1995, edition 1/3, each 25 x 15 cm, Diptych
 
ref: 91107
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Polly Morgan
Receiver

Bakelite handset, 2010, from the edition of 50, taxidermy quail chicks 
230mm x 9cm x 6cm  

Polly Morgan was born in Banbury, Oxfordshire in 1980.

In 1998 she moved to East London to read English Literature at 
London University. As an undergraduate she became acquainted with 
many prominent artists working in the area and, encouraged by their 
example, she took up taxidermy and began making sculptural work in 
2004.

Having studied with Scottish taxidermist George Jamieson, Morgan 
began to play with and dismantle taxidermy traditions, creating 
sculptures that brought her work to the attention of many notable 
collectors and curators both in Britain and abroad.

ref: 91105

Polly Morgan
Sunny Side Up

Taxidermy Quail chick, light bulb, glass, wood dome and base, edition of 
101, 21cm diameter x 18.5cm height
 
ref: 91106

Darwin, Sinke & van Tongeren
Reeve’s Muntjac

An Asian Muntjac guarding a giant Ostrich egg.

Dimensions: H 68 cm W 58 cm D 44 cm 

ref: 91080
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Darwin, Sinke & van Tongeren
Cockatoo and Macaw 

Rare Cacatua alba and Ara ararauna competing in a frame of abonized 
antiques. 

This composition with cockatoo and macaw is based on a painting by 
Jean-Jacques Bachelier called ‘America’.

Dimensions:H 123 cm W 61 cm D 52 cm

ref: 91192
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Darwin, Sinke & van Tongeren
Fighting Cocks

Spectacular piece of two fighting cocks on an antique iron stage.
Dimensions: H 72 cm W 96 cm D 71 cm
 
ref: 91079
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Darwin, Sinke & van Tongeren
Flamingo from Aves Oxi-Action

Photograph, 2014, signed, Printed on 308 grams Hahnemühle Photo 
Rag Paper, from the edition of 7.

ref: 91108

Darwin, Sinke & van Tongeren
Blue and Yellow Macaw from Aves Oxi-Action

Photograph, 2014, signed, Printed on 308 grams Hahnemühle Photo 
Rag Paper, from the edition of 7.

ref: 91109

Darwin, Sinke & van Tongeren
Flamingo from Aves Oxi-Action

Photograph, 2014, signed, Printed on 308 grams Hahnemühle Photo 
Rag Paper, from the edition of 7 

ref: 91110
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Andy Warhol
Black Rhinoceros From Endangered Species (Feldman & Schellmann. II.301)

Screenprint in colours, 1983, signed in pencil and numbered from 
the edition of 150 (total edition includes 30 artist’s proofs), on Lenox 
Museum Board, published by Ronald Feldman Fine Arts, Inc., New 
York, with the blindstamp of the printer, Rupert Jasen Smith, the full 
sheet printed to the edge: 96.5 by 96.5cm. 

ref: 90396
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Alex Katz
Day Lillies

Screenprint in colours 1992, published by the Lincoln Center New 
York, from the edition of 108, 35.6 x 101.3 cm 

ref: 91140

Pablo Picasso 
Vase au Bouquet marron. 

Partly glazed ceramic plate, 1956 with the “Madoura Empreinte Originale 
de Picasso” stamp on the reverse, numbered 58/300, diameter 25.4cm

Alan Ramie, Picasso: The catalogue of the editited ceramic works, 1947-
71, no.303

ref: 91141
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS
The conditions of all prints has been described; all items in this catalogue
are guaranteed to be complete unless otherwise stated.

All prices are nett and do not include postage and packing. 

Invoices will be rendered in £ sterling. The title of goods does
not pass to the purchaser until the invoice is paid in full.
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